PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT

Gale In Context:
Global Issues

GAIN A
GLOBAL
PERSPECTIVE

Gale In Context: Global Issues is
an engaging online resource that
supports global awareness and
perspective while tying together
a wealth of authoritative
content, empowering learners
to critically analyze and
understand the most important
issues of the modern world.
Users can examine issues as
reported through the news,
global viewpoints, reference
materials, country information,
primary source documents,
videos, statistics, and more.

EXPAND THE UNDERSTANDING OF ISSUES
THAT AFFECT US ALL
DISCOVER A WIDE RANGE OF TOPICS
Authoritative content is provided from over 800 geographically diverse
newspapers, magazines, and journals, including 334 newspapers that are
published in countries other than the United States. Offering a truly global
view, users can find information on business and economics, conflict and
diplomacy, society and culture, environment and climate change, and more.

ACCESS AN EXTENSIVE DATABASE
Users will find over 450 topic and issue pages and 250 country topic pages.
Gale In Context: Global Issues is cross searchable with Gale In Context: Opposing
Viewpoints.

HEAR FROM THE EXPERTS
Exclusive to Gale In Context: Global Issues, Global Issues Viewpoints contains more
than 3,000 exclusive commentaries that provide background and guidance on
significant topics.

NAVIGATE EASILY ACROSS TOPICS
A similar user experience for all Gale products allows users to spend more
time with content and less time learning navigation tools.
more

EMPOWER™ UNDER STA N D IN G

“This database offers
opportunities to scaffold
novice researchers
and develop their
information-seeking
skills and understanding
of these unique global
issues.”

GALE IN CONTEXT:
GLOBAL ISSUES

Product screen capture as of August 2019. Actual interface may vary.

School Library Connection

MASTER WORKFLOW
Expand access and increase
discovery by integrating Gale
resources into your Learning
Management System. Add to that
the power of G Suite for Education
and Microsoft Office 365 tools,
which enable users to easily share,
save, and download content—
including highlights and notes.

PLATFORM TOOLS

HIGHLIGHTS AND NOTES

Accommodate diverse backgrounds
with ReadSpeaker text-to-speech
technology and on-demand article
translation in over 20 languages.

Organize, save, and share highlights
and annotations within content.

CITATION TOOLS
Integrated directly into the user’s
workflow, MLA, APA, and Chicagostyle citations are supported.
Formatted citations can be easily
imported from single or multiple
documents to services like EasyBib
or NoodleTools.

SEARCH FUNCTIONS
Researchers can search by Lexile
range or find content based on basic,
intermediate, and advanced levels
of complexity.

CURRICULUM-ALIGNED
CONTENT
Content is aligned to national
standards and Common Core
State Standards.

The Gale In Context suite of student databases meets the needs of
today’s learners with a user-friendly, mobile-responsive design.
Eye-catching, engaging, topical resources provide current, authoritative,
media-rich content that seamlessly integrate with curriculum-aligned
materials that span core subject areas.
Get the most out of your investment. Add Gale In Context: For Educators,
a specialized toolkit that lets educators collect, organize, customize,
and share instructional materials sourced from your Gale In Context
databases.

LEARN
MORE

888.728.9422
gale.com/galeincontext-global-issues
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